Pavlovian fear conditioning depends on synaptic plasticity at amygdala neurons. Here, we review recent electrophysiological, molecular and behavioral evidence suggesting the existence of a distributed neural circuitry regulating amygdala synaptic plasticity during fear learning. This circuitry, which involves projections from the midbrain periaqueductal gray region, can be linked to prediction error and expectation modulation of fear learning, as described by associative and computational learning models. It controls whether, and how much, fear learning occurs by signaling aversive events when they are unexpected. Functional neuroimaging and clinical studies indicate that this prediction circuit is recruited in humans during fear learning and contributes to exposure-based treatments for clinical anxiety. This aversive prediction error circuit might represent a conserved mechanism for regulating fear learning in mammals.
Introduction
Pavlovian fear conditioning involves pairing of a conditioned stimulus (CS) with an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US), such as a footshock. As a result of these pairings, subjects express a diverse but coordinated range of conditioned responses (e.g. changes in heart rate, respiration, blood pressure and species-specific defense responses) to the CS on subsequent presentations [1, 2] . Significant progress has been made in understanding the neural mechanisms for this learning. Acquisition of fear learning depends on the lateral amygdala (LA), whereas expression of conditioned fear depends on the central amygdala (CeA) and its projections to the midbrain, brainstem and hypothalamic nuclei [3-6] (Box 1). This circuitry for fear learning and memory formation is well preserved across a variety of species and has become a primary focus of research into the neurobiology of human anxiety disorders [7, 8] .
Here, we review recent findings suggesting that neural plasticity in the amygdala is supervised by neural circuitry originating from the midbrain periaqueductal gray region (PAG). Such a pathway is instrumental in generating an instructive 'teaching' signal that contributes to the modulation of synaptic plasticity during fear conditioning.
Modulation of learning by expectation: prediction errors as teaching signals
Pavlovian fear conditioning depends on the potentiation of CS input synapses onto LA neurons [3, 4] . Such plasticity is triggered by afferent pathways that transmit US-related information to LA neurons. Many different CSs can elicit fear responses after being paired with an aversive US, so it is natural to regard these pathways as carrying a teaching signal that instructs learning, and synaptic plasticity, across CS-US pairings. Aversive USs might act as teaching signals to trigger plasticity at CS input synapses to the LA, at least in part, by causing depolarization and action potential firing in LA neurons while CS inputs are active [9, 10] . There is reason to believe that the strength of this teaching signal is not invariant; rather, it is modulated by the expectation of the US during each learning trial. Several lines of evidence show that Pavlovian fear conditioning is more effective when the CS is paired with an unexpected US than with an expected US [11] [12] [13] [14] . For example, the acquisition of fear to a CS is negatively accelerated across learning trials, so that fear of a CS increases most during early CS-US pairings (when the US is unexpected) and least during later pairings (when the CS has come to predict the US). To explain such findings, learning theories have posited that fear conditioning is not instructed by a simple sensory representation of the US, but instead by an error signal measuring the difference between the US actually present and that expected. In the following sections, we briefly review three types of error signal that have been proposed by formal learning theories.
The Rescorla-Wagner learning rule The Rescorla-Wagner learning rule [11] proposes that learning is controlled by an error signal that encodes the difference between the actual versus expected intensity of the US. This error signal dictates variations in the effectiveness of the US in supporting learning. If the actual US is denoted as l and the expected US as SV (to indicate the summed associative strengths, V, of all CSs preceding the US), then the error signal is computed as l-SV. The learning rule for synaptic modification and change (D) in associative strength under these conditions is given in Equation 1:
where S is a learning rate parameter. If a US occurs unexpectedly, then the actual US will exceed that expected (l>SV), and a positive prediction error is generated to drive synaptic plasticity and fear learning. By contrast, if the occurrence of the US is expected and matches expectations (l=SV), then the error signal is zero and no synaptic plasticity or fear learning occurs. If the actual US is less than expected (l<SV), then the error signal is negative and generates an instructive signal for extinction learning, which reduces fear of the CS.
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